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1 Motivation 

The way people work, especially in group-based or creative processes, is getting 
more and more unpredictable. This is based on today’s fast-changing business 
world which is characterized by dynamic conditions. In order to fulfill these flexi-
ble business situations, there is a need for the use of support systems. However, 
classical support systems do not offer the necessary agility to support today’s ra-
pidly changing or generally unpredictable workflows due to their static runtime 
execution. Thus, modern workflow systems have the need to provide a flexible, 
but process aware execution at runtime that do not force users into a pre-defined 
way of doing their work. In addition to these new requirements, they must still 
support users during the execution like classical systems already do (Herbst 2004, 
p. 4). However, to find the right balance between both tasks is highly challenging. 

According to prior research papers (Schwarz et al. 2001; Wargitsch 1998), the 
examined systems were not appropriate for supporting flexible or so called ad-hoc 
(cf. section two) workflows. Thus, this paper evaluates the state-of-the-art of cur-
rent systems based on the viewpoint which requirements have already been 
achieved and for which requirements technical concepts are still to be developed. 
Furthermore, the paper clarifies whether there is a comprehensive approach which 
can be used in every business context or which approach can be used in which 
specific context.  

To achieve such an evaluation, the paper defines the basics of flexibility and 
details concerning business processes and process support within section two. 
Subsequently, a framework with six criterions is derived which allows a structural 
evaluation (cf. section four) of the reviewed approaches and technology (cf. section 
three). 
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2 The flexible workflow framework 

Before talking detailed about flexibility in terms of business processes or 
workflows, it is necessary to take a closer look at the meaning or interpretation of 
the term flexibility. In the sense of business, flexibility could be projected on the 
ability to change or alter the way things are handled (i.e. processes) without facing 
serious complexity issues. This definition is closely related to the process-as-a-
guide interpretation promoted by Adams et al. (2005), in which processes simply 
provide a guide-line while the appropriate way of handling single tasks is chosen 
on an as-needed basis. In Reijers et al. (2003), process models define the normal 
way of achieving a goal, but still offer the possibility to alter this way based on 
available case data. Sadiq et al. (2001), on the other hand, describe flexibility as the 
ability to deal with processes that are only partially defined at build-time. In con-
trast, Soffer (2005) splits flexibility in a short-term (i.e. deviations from a given 
model) and long-term (i.e. evolution of processes) view. Another interpretation can 
be exemplified by the definition given in Greiner and Rahm (2003) which simply 
uses the term flexibility in association with exception handling capabilities. A fur-
ther point of view is captured through the concept of adaptive workflow which 
aims at providing flexible processes through adaption of given, prescriptive 
process models in case of exceptions or policy changes (cf. chapter three). 

To look closer into the term flexibility in business, the first definition that is 
often found is at the most high-level kind of flexibility, in other words, on the 
organizational level and thus is called strategic flexibility. According to Adamis et al. 
(2005), strategic flexibility is divided into two dimensions. The first one concerns 
the variation and diversity of strategies, while the second one describes the capabil-
ity of a company to rapidly shift from one strategy to another. As changes in busi-
ness strategies often affect one or more business processes in their structure or 
resource allocation, it is necessary to take a closer look at flexibility in single busi-
ness processes. According to Rosemann and Recker (2006), business process flex-
ibility itself consists of two parts. First of all, there is an extrinsic trigger for a 
change process and secondly the intrinsic process adaption itself. Following this 
distinction, business process flexibility is the capability to yield to externally trig-
gered changes by modifying the process accordingly. However, both Rosemann 
and Recker (2006) and Regev and Wegmann (2005) stress that, while being able to 
react to change, it is of particular importance to also maintain the stability of the 
business process. Change may only concern the parts of a process that are actually 
affected (i.e. alter the affected parts without replacing the whole process 
(Rosemann and Recker 2006)), which can only be achieved by an appropriate 
structure (not too simple or too complex) with respect to the problems and tasks 
faced by companies (Regev and Wegmann 2005). 

After getting a basic idea on what business process flexibility constitutes, an 
overview of different process classifications and a more detailed demarcation of 
flexibility and its characteristics clarify the main concepts in more detail. Based on 
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the continuum given by Huth and Nastansky (2000) business processes can be 
classified as follows: Ad-hoc processes represent the most flexible type of processes 
because their actual execution path is completely defined at run-time with no given 
structure forcing a certain course of action. Semi-structured processes or case-oriented 
processes (Dellen et al. 1997) can be seen as somewhere in between ad-hoc 
processes and structured processes. They follow certain rules but cannot be entire-
ly standardized. Structured processes represent the well-known classical processes with 
full automation capacity. Structured process-models determine - a-priori - the 
complete process flow, agents, alternative paths etc. and execute the same process 
again and again. 

The next step when considering flexibility in business is to analyze the charac-
teristics of flexibility and the underlying change processes and more over to de-
marcate the term flexibility. According to Regev et al. (2006), the taxonomy of 
flexibility in business processes presents three notions of flexibility; thus, classify-
ing it by the types of changes it enables: The abstraction level of change defines whether 
a given change process concerns the type or instance level. The subject of change no-
tion comprises a set of five perspectives: the functional, operational, behavioral, 
information and organizational perspective. The properties of change characterize the 
enactment of the change process. The proposed notions include the extent, dura-
tion, swiftness and anticipation of change. The extent of change can either be in-
cremental (i.e. small changes to a process) or revolutionary (i.e. business process 
reengineering, for instance). The duration defines if a change is only valid for a 
short period of time (i.e. temporary) or until the next major change occurs. Swift-
ness simply states if a change is applied only to new instances (i.e. deferred) or also 
to all running instances using a migration technique (i.e. immediate change). The 
last property, anticipation, describes if a change occurs on a planned basis or is 
implemented ad-hoc.  

Using all the criteria discussed above, changes are now describable in a variety 
of aspect. The last set of properties of business processes reviewed in this paper is 
a set of three process characteristics introduced by Gebauer and Schober (2005). 
These criteria were derived to enable a deterministic measure for the expected 
need of flexibility of a process regarding the implemented supporting system: The 
uncertainty of a process refers to the difficulty of predicting what tasks and re-
sources will be necessary to successfully perform a process. Uncertainty can be 
subdivided into environmental (i.e. external) and structural (i.e. internal) uncertain-
ty. The variability characterizes the versatility of tasks that is necessary to execute a 
certain business process. The process time-criticality measures the amount of steps 
within a process that depend on a fast and timely execution.  

Now that the need for flexibility in business processes and their supporting 
systems is established, it is now necessary to take a closer look at how to achieve 
and characterize flexibility features in business process support systems. As useful 
as flexibility in a business process support system might be, there are two problems 
one should always be aware of. When looking for a flexible solution, it is impera-
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tive to know what kind or degree of flexibility is necessary in the specific context. 
Excessive flexibility might limit usability or increase complexity, while insufficient 
flexibility may limit the use of a system in exceptional situations (Gebauer and 
Schober 2005). As mentioned in section one, another important trade-off that 
should always be considered is the one between support and flexibility. Flexible 
systems often trade support for flexibility (Pesic et al. 2007a). Groupware systems, 
for example, allow people to execute single tasks, but lack the necessary support as 
they are not at all process aware (Reijers et al. 2003).  

After establishing a profound conceptual basis it is now possible to derive a set 
of criteria (cf. table 1) to evaluate and compare different approaches on providing 
business process flexibility support in the next section. 

 
Table 1: Evaluation Framework 
Criterion Characteristic 

Implicit  
Flexibility 

This criterion refers to the three process classes defined above: ad-hoc (full support), semi 
structured (medium support) and structured (no support) processes. A classification under 
this criterion may not always be a hundred percent accurate as a technology may offer 
support for multiple process classes. In this case it is always assigned with the most flexible 
class it supports. 

Degree of  
Freedom 

The second criterion measures the rigidity of a solution in leading the user along a pre-
defined path. A system which imposes a low degree of freedom (no support) may be, for 
example, an adaptive workflow system which provides a fixed process path with deviation 
mechanisms only in the case of exceptions. Consequently, it consists of fixed parts that a 
user has to follow during the execution of a process instance. Medium degree of freedom 
(medium support) usually occurs in systems offering a-priori flexibility with at least some 
pre-defined part. These pre-definitions may range from a set of activities with no prece-
dence relation to definitions containing some entirely structured parts. High degree of 
freedom (full support) is a main characteristic of systems providing ad-hoc process support. 

Late  
Modeling 

This criterion describes the extent of late modeling features offered by a system. The extent 
may range from no support over medium support to full support. Approaches with medium 
support offer the possibility to at least define some parts of the process model at run-time 
(e.g. determine the precedence relation of activities; pick activities from a set of alternatives). 
Full support also enables the execution of processes with no model at all. 

Late  
Binding 

This criterion describes the extent of late binding features offered by a system. It may range 
from no support over medium support to full support. Medium or full support is dependent 
on two sets of options that might be provided. The first set of options facilitates some basic 
features like the dynamic assignment of actors or resources (resource binding), while the 
second set of options on the other hand enables users to e.g. assign implementations to 
tasks or select another execution alternative (execution binding). If one of those sets is 
supported, a medium rating is attributed. Full support can only be achieved if features from 
both sets are provided. 

Support 

The support (or process-awareness) criterion measures a system’s capabilities in supporting 
the user in his execution of certain processes. The least support is offered by groupware 
systems or even some systems with support for ad-hoc process execution, as they are not 
aware of the underlying business logic. Systems are attributed with a medium rating if they 
are process aware and offer some user support. This might include semi-structured or ad-
hoc processes with at least some recommendation, templating, knowledge-management or 
best-practice support. Full support is offered by adaptive workflow systems with entirely 
predesigned processes. 

Adaptability 

Adaptability measures the features of a system to enact changes on predefined process 
models in case of exceptional or unexpected circumstances. It ranges from no support 
(exception handling has to be done outside of the system) over medium support (ad-hoc 
changes or evolutionary changes) to full support (both ad-hoc and evolutionary changes). 
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3 Flexible workflow technologies 

In this section, current flexible workflow technologies, all of which are selected 
and reviewed by means of an extensive literature research, but without any field 
test, are presented to provide an overview in conformity with the market (cf. table 
2). Some of these technologies are currently available for business use; others are 
research approaches only.  

 
Table 2: Overview over available flexible workflow technologies and their imple 

 mentation 
Technology Characteristic 

Caramba 
 (Dustdar 2004) 

Caramba is a process aware collaboration system that aims at supporting the whole process 
continuum from modeled processes to ad-hoc processes with a distinct focus on team-based 
ad-hoc processes. To provide these features, a sophisticated object-oriented basis comprising 
organizational, dynamic and business objects as well as links between those objects is utilized.  

Collaborative 
Task Manager 
(Stoitsev et al. 

2007) 

This framework aims at an unobtrusive support for unstructured, knowledge-intensive 
business processes. It enables modeling, exchange and re-use of light-weighted, user-defined 
task structures. Furthermore, it enables the re-use of distributed process knowledge (best-
practices and artifacts) through a shared central repository. To realize this, the framework 
comprises a few basic concepts (artifacts, human actors, tasks and task patterns) which allow 
support for full late modeling. These features have been implemented within a prototype 
which is deployed as a Microsoft Outlook add-in backed by a MySQL server. 

Commius 
(Burkhart et al. 

2008) 

The Commius approach aims at providing a discrete, but purposeful support for the highly 
dynamic processes of small and medium enterprises by utilizing already existing email com-
munication facilities. The basic idea is to simply provide adaptable guide-lines and enrich 
emails with information and recommendations to assist people in their daily work. To 
achieve its goal the Commius system, once installed, connects to existing email communica-
tion facilities automatically to intercept and analyze incoming emails on-the-fly. The system 
itself comprises a three-layer (interoperability, semantic and process interoperability layer) 
architecture to provide the necessary functionality and can be further decomposed into a 
build-time (customization) and a run-time part. So-called business modules represents one kind 
of incoming email, i.e. the necessary keywords to map an email to this particular module as 
well as the additional information and advice on further proceedings that should be included 
in the enriched version of the email. 

GroupProcess 
(Huth and 

Nastansky 2000) 

This approach tries to enable effective management of ad-hoc business processes by offering 
different approaches to generate ad-hoc process support. However, GroupProcess does not 
aim at replacing existing workflow solutions, but simply tries to extend their scope by adding 
adjusted techniques. The approach challenges two current ideas of workflow technologies: 
the distinction between build- and run-time and workflow-model and -instance. By merging build- 
and run-time, just-in-time modeling is intended and therewith dynamic (re-)modeling of ad-
hoc processes is allowed. Furthermore, the approach suggest the integration of model and 
instance into a single object which could then easily be changed on-the-fly or even re-used as 
a process template in case of a recurring ad-hoc workflow.  

Connector-
oriented WfMS 
(Han and Shim 

2000) 

This approach proposes the implementation of a connector oriented workflow system 
featuring a connector facility that represents a department's or user's workflow in-box. Due 
to this connector facility, structured and un-structured processes can be connected (i.e. 
linking automated and manual execution). A further benefit of this incremental workflow 
execution is the possibility to gain re-usable process templates by performing process mining. 
This connector oriented approach allows defining a workflow completely at build-time or 
parts of it can be defined at run-time. Moreover, the definition can be performed either 
activity- (one defines the flow of activities towards a certain goal) or actor-based (a set of actors 
who are entitled to work on a certain case).  

Pockets of 
Flexibility 
(Sadiq et al. 

Pockets of Flexibility presents a concept to model semi-structured, flexible business 
processes without losing readability and simplicity of the models themselves or the 
workflow's adaptability capabilities. The basic idea of this modeling approach is to provide a 
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Technology Characteristic 

2001) process model that comprise identifiable (pre-defined) workflow activities and pockets of 
flexibility within the process with an associated set of workflow fragments (i.e. a single 
activity or a sub-process) and a special workflow activity called build activity that provides 
the rules for concretizing the pocket with a valid composition of workflow fragments. Intro-
ducing these pockets of flexibility allows for compensating the inability to specify certain 
workflow fragments at build-time. A pocket is depicted as the above mentioned build-activity 
containing a (extendable) choice of possible activities. 

OPENFlow 
(Wheater et al. 

2000) 

OPENFlow is a transactional workflow system implemented as a set of CORBA services. Its 
primary goals are the support of scalable systems, a flexible composition and reconfiguration 
of tasks and dependability. Tasks in a given workflow schema are represented as imple-
mented activities comprising an array of input sets and output sets. This task structure offers a 
wide range of flexible workflow features. First of all, the task structure described above is an 
execution flexibility feature in itself as task implementations are chosen by the triggered input 
set or are completely determined at run-time (genesis tasks). Moreover, the system allows for 
dynamic changes to stored templates and runtime re-configuration. Possible re-configuration 
procedures comprise (among others) changing the implementation bound to a task, 
add/remove tasks from a workflow instance, change the constituent tasks of a compound 
task or alter the task structure associated with a genesis task. 

ConDec / 
DELCARE 
(Pesic et al. 

2007b; Pesic and 
van der Aalst 

2006)  

Traditional workflow modeling languages often force designers to over-specify process 
models, e.g. by using choice constructs. It is just not possible to simply state that two activi-
ties should never occur together. The presented declarative approach introduces a new kind of 
flexible process design by providing models that specify what has to be done, without detail-
ing the how. Relations between activities in a model are not control-flow descriptions as in 
imperative models, but represent constraints. Two examples of this concept are ConDec, a 
declarative, constraint-based modeling language, and DECLARE (Pesic et al. 2007a), a 
workflow management system on a declarative basis. 

Flexible Pro-
cess Graph 

(FPG) 
(Polyvyanyy and 

Weske 2008) 

This modeling approach aims at representing large collections of process instances with one 
single model as well as providing a formal approach for the definition of ad-hoc control 
flow. Such models can also be executed following formal execution semantics and provide 
limited late binding and some kind of adaptability. The basic idea of the modeling concept is 
to generalize process models, from the traditional directed graphs to using hypergraphs. The 
generated models just provide a guideline on what has to be done at which specific process 
state, but do not force the executing entities to follow a specific path. As a result, they can 
rather adapt their actions to the current business situation; consequently, FPG provides 
highly flexible process models and their execution. 

Case Handling 
(Weske and 

Grünbauer 2005) 

Case Handling is a completely new paradigm to handle knowledge-intensive workflows. In 
contrast to traditional WfMSs, the focus in Case Handling systems is not on what should be 
done to achieve a business goal, but what can be done. The worker should decide on how to 
reach the given goal considering a specific case state. The system should be an assistant and 
not a guide. As a result, this paradigm focuses on the case as a whole and provides its actors 
all the information available on a certain case. The Case Handling paradigm has been imple-
mented into the FLOWer Case Handling system which is a part of the product BPM|one! 
(Athena 2008). 

Ontology-
based workflow 

handling 
(Almeida and 

Casanova 2004) 

Workflow execution is often stopped or at least delayed due to unavailable information or 
resources. This approach tries to enable WfMSs to deal with such situations automatically by 
basically comprising two handling mechanisms: A mechanism to handle presuppositions that 
enables a process execution to continue in spite of incomplete information. A mechanism for 
choosing alternatives for sub-workflows, users or resources if they are unavailable or defined 
abstractly (applies only to sub-workflows). The choices made by those mechanisms are based 
on the workflow the user submitted, a workflow ontology and a set of semantic rules. The 
only weakness of this approach is the missing direct user interaction. Users can just rely upon 
the correctness of the provided ontology and the semantic derivation mechanism to gain 
adaptable and flexible workflows. 

Extended 
workflow 

management  
through antici-

This approach introduces the concept of anticipation to render workflow execution, especial-
ly within team based scenarios, more flexible. It still relies on the well-known process models 
(directed graphs) but proposes an evolution to the workflow engine itself by enhancing the 
way a model is interpreted. When utilizing anticipation a workflow system allows users to 
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Technology Characteristic 

pation  
(Grigori et al. 

2001) 

start activities within a process model based on intermediate results provided by their prede-
cessors. To actually support anticipation a workflow engine would have to be extended two 
new activity states (ready to anticipate and anticipating), a few basic anticipation strategies and data 
flow handling intermediate results. The described concepts are implemented within the MOTU 
prototype whose goal is to provide a framework to support cooperative work of virtual 
teams. 

Activity Theory 
and Worklets 
(Adams et al. 

2003) 

Activity Theory is a research area with the intention of understanding human work practice. 
The concept of worklets is based on Activity Theory and thus aims at supporting people in a 
more natural way by supporting their way of performing tasks. Following the principles of 
Activity Theory, a process model is seen as a basic guideline rather than a specific prescrip-
tion on how to reach the goal of a process. A worklet is defined as a small, self-contained, 
complete workflow process handling one specific task. The actual selection of the suitable 
worklet is based on three types of contextual information: generic information, case depen-
dent information with a-priori knowledge and case dependent information without a-priori 
knowledge. A first implementation is provided as a YAWL Custom Service, collaborating 
with the YAWL workflow execution engine (Adams et al. 2006).  

Taskmodeling 
(Eichholz et al. 

2005) 

In contrast to many other approaches already described above, this approach proposes a 
view of business processes represented by task models. Other than workflow management, 
which supports work on the organizational and group level, task models rather consider the 
level of an actor’s individual work. The flexible execution and adaption is handled according 
to the metaphor order and supply. Hence, by focusing on the more individual aspect of work, 
this concept allows for flexible workflow execution. This is accomplished by delegation of 
tasks and choice of options as well as dynamic adaption of given structures by refining them 
to fit one’s own individual structure, on the instance level. 

TIBCO iPro-
cess Suite 
(TIBCO 

Software Inc. 
2007) 

TIBCO iProcess Suite has been designed to deliver a complete Business Process Manage-
ment solution from planning to execution and monitoring. Besides a wide range of BPM 
features, it also delivers a set of tools to support process adaptability. The iProcess Suite 
includes a goal-driven way of composing business processes from re-usable fragments. Once 
such a goal changes, users are allowed to change the process structure during run-time to 
adapt the process to its new goal. Moreover, the suite offers mechanisms to handle both 
expected and unexpected exceptional circumstances. In case of an unexpected exception, the 
system offers a suspension mechanism to halt process execution allowing for a controlled 
exception handling. Once an exception has been handled, it may be necessary to alter the 
process’ state.  

@enterprise 
(Groiss 

Informatics 
GmbH 2009) 

@enterprise is a workflow system based on internet technologies. It supports organizations 
in the definition, execution and monitoring of business processes. Besides its basic process 
handling capabilities @enterprise also offers a range of semi-structured workflow techniques. 
At build-time, actors and alternative process paths can be defined with certain conditions 
regarding process run-time data. Furthermore, users are enabled to actively alter the process 
execution path during run-time. @enterprise supports simple changes like step-back or 
change-actor as well as more complex ad-hoc modifications. These modifications include 
insertion and skipping of steps and the choice of different execution paths. 

Endeavors 
(Kammer et al. 

2000) 

Endeavors describes itself as an open, distributed, extensible workflow support environment 
which improves coordination and management by allowing flexible definition, modeling, and 
execution of workflow applications. The system is based on an object-oriented storage of 
business related objects, like artifacts, and so-called activity networks which associate activities by 
control flow, data-flow and resource-flow relationships. Activity nets may be changed dy-
namically during run-time or even used as reference templates. Modifications can either be 
kept on the instance level, or applied globally to provide incrementally evolving processes. 
All changes can also be performed in an on-the-fly manner during run-time.  

ADAPT 
(Reichert et al. 

2003) 

The ADEPT workflow management system is an adaptive-workflow system with the goal to 
deal with high requirements regarding functionality, flexibility and scalability by delivering a 
wide range of features: a workflow modeling framework, the usage of temporal constraints, 
tools to define and coordinate dependencies between workflows, ADEPTdistribution to handle 
distributed workflows on multiple ADEPT servers and mechanisms to handle evolutionary 
changes on the workflow type level. Furthermore, there is a powerful adaptive workflow 
feature called ADEPTflex which represents a framework to provide a user-friendly way of 
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Technology Characteristic 

performing structural changes on running workflow instances; thus, enabling flexible execu-
tion and the ability to adapt to exceptional circumstances. 

AgentWork 
(Müller et al. 

2004) 

The AgentWork approach aims at presenting a workflow system supporting automated 
workflow adaptations in a comprehensive way. A first implementation combines the power-
ful ADEPT workflow definition and execution capabilities with rule-based agent compo-
nents responsible for the automated adaptations. The basic idea was to facilitate necessary 
adaptations to running workflow instances in time and with minimal user interaction by 
providing a WfMS capable of autonomously making the right decisions. Thus, a three-layer 
architecture (workflow definition and execution, communication and agent layer) is compromised. 

WebFlow 
(Greiner and 
Rahm 2003) 

The WebFlow project’s goal is to provide a web-based workflow management system specia-
lized in handling distributed cooperative workflows. It enables the definition, execution and 
monitoring of workflows including execution constraints for each integrated service. These 
execution constraints can be of a temporal or logical nature and allow for a more detailed 
monitoring and recognition of exceptions. Once an exception has been recognized, it can be 
handled (semi-) automatically with a focus on advancing the process state, in spite of the 
exception, or dynamic adaption, if the designed workflow language is based on ADEPTflex. 

4 Framework comparison and conclusion 

To make the presented technologies in the preceding section comparable, they are 
classified by the framework that has been derived in the second section. An over-
view of this classification can be seen in following table: 

 
Table 3: Overview of all technology evaluations 

Technology / Criterion 
Implicit 

Flexibility 
Degree of 
Freedom 

Late 
Modeling 

Late 
Binding 

Support 
Adapta-

bility 

Caramba       

CTM       

Commius       

GroupProcess       

Connector WfMS       

Pockets of Flexibility       

OpenFlow      

ConDec/DECLARE      

FPG       

Case Handling       

Workflow Ontology       

Anticipation       

Activit Theory/Worklets       

Taskmodling       

TIBCO iProcess Suite       

@enterprise       

Endeavors      

ADAPT      

Agent Work       

Web Flow       

Key:     no support,    medium support,   full support  
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This overview clearly shows a polarization of processes with high support and 
those with a high implicit flexibility. If a technology offers a large set of user sup-
port features, this is always accomplished by relying on pre-designed process mod-
els. In those cases flexibility can only be provided by more or less dynamic change 
mechanisms and not by dynamic creation of process models during runtime.  

Another extreme point of view is taken by the ad-hoc process support. They 
naturally have to overcome a lack of support as users might not always know 
which course of action to choose. However, there are some interesting approaches 
to overcome this lack of support, for example, the module suggestions provided by 
the Commius system or the best-practice style task patterns in the CTM frame-
work. A third kind of supporting technique follows the idea of providing guide-
lines on how to complete a task without defining the "how" (cf. the Case Han-
dling, FPG and Worklet approach).  

As the technology reviews show, there is a wide range of different focuses 
among the systems; some like Caramba or Commius aim at supporting creative or 
fast-changing processes in smaller enterprises, whereas, e.g. the iProcess Suite or 
@enterprise offer a full spectrum of business process management features for 
larger companies. According to these observations, one important conclusion is 
the fact that there is no "perfect" approach for flexible processes. The only system 
which is close to offering support for the full spectrum of processes is Caramba as 
it enables the enactment of all kinds of processes. However, it still lacks the elabo-
rate BPM features that might be desirable in large enterprises. To improve the 
support in a business it is necessary to carefully analyze the nature of the enacted 
processes and the kind of work that has to be supported. With the right amount of 
preparation businesses can already achieve many advantages through the presented 
approaches as there are technologies suitable for many distinct areas of work.  

Nevertheless, future researches have to be focused on combining different ap-
proaches to gain a more widely applicable set of technologies. It may, for instance, 
be beneficial to integrate the email enrichment and tracking functionalities of 
Commius into Caramba to enhance its process handling with additional informa-
tion and support capabilities. This combination could be further enhanced by in-
cluding the worklet approach with its selection rules and repository. The advice on 
further proceedings provided by Commius could then be improved by providing 
suggestions on how to complete a certain task based on the gathered business data. 
If all these features could be integrated in a seamless and easy-to-use way, such a 
system might be able to yield flexible process support in many business scenarios.  
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